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Batman Begins: Original Soundtrack. Batman Begins. Prince. Best Of Prince. For You.Q: ruby - guard against
duplicate method calls when using multiple threads I have a method that that computes a total for a set of items.
Currently, the workers are called at the end, and the results are saved to the database. Now, I would like to be able
to have the workers happen in the background while the results are being saved, so that the method doesn't get a
bunch of duplicate results when I run it. How can I determine if that's the case? Ideally, I'd like to be able to stop the
workers when they throw an exception. todoItem = TodoItem.new todoItem.title = params[:title] todoItem.date =
params[:date] todoItem.text = params[:text] todoItem.frequency = params[:frequency] todoItems.create!(todoItem)
todoItem.save worker = Thread.new do sleep 5 todoItems.each do |todoItem| # perform some work here end end
worker.join A: You can just wrap everything into a begin-rescue-end block. The goal is to call rescue only when you
receive an exception, not the work part of the block itself. begin todoItems.each do |todoItem| # perform some work
here end rescue Interrupt => e # do cleanup here end Chronic dietary supplementation with satraplatin, a platinum
analogue, or dacarbazine in combination with vincristine and prednisolone in dogs with malignant lymphoma:
preliminary results. This investigation evaluated the tolerability, efficacy, and pharmacokinetics of satraplatin
(JM8A3) in combination with vincristine and prednisolone in dogs with malignant lymphoma. A therapeutic protocol
was developed using a combination of JM8A3 (1.0 mg/kg), vincristine (0.4 mg/kg), and prednisolone (100 mg/m2).
The regimen was repeated every 21 days, based on a modified four-drug toxicity protocol.
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